also satisfies condition (v), and let { I } and { 4,, } be each a set of m linearly independent eigen solutions of H* corresponding to the eigen values i and-i, respectively. If we can find a mapping of 6 on to 22(A) of the form (3) which maps the sets of elements (PM, } and { J,J, } on to sets of functions { (p,,(x) I and { +,(x) } satisfying condition (e), then this mapping takes H into a self-adjoint differential operator of Mlh order defined in V2(A).
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In the same way the generalized class P of mth order in ?2( A) can be extended to a generalized class P of m' order in S. We omit the details.
[1] Hamburger, H. L., Quart. Jour. Math. (Oxford Series), 13, 117-128 (1942) . [2] Hamburger, H. L., Ann. Math., 45, 59-99 (1944 Mitchell2 considered the relation axm = bym 1
( 1) in a finite field of order p2n, p prime, including the given coefficients a and VOL. 31, 1945 b, with p2n-1 = mc, and there exists an n1 such that pl -1 (mod m) and n = sni. He found that if a and b.were each mth powers in F(p2I), then the number of solutions (xm, yi) of (1) in this case is
Also if a is an mth power and b is not, or conversely, then the number of solutions (xm, yin) of (1) is
If neither a nor b nor a/b is an mth power in the field, he found the number of solutions to be _ (p2n + 2(_1)s lpn + 1).
We now modify the method employed by the writer in another paper8 to obtain other relations involving the number of solutions of (1), and we find as in the proof of Theorem I of that paper that in the field F(p2") we have, if N is the numbs of solutions of (1), and if h t(pI,1)
) a -kcbr k -1,' r \oc/ in the field. Comparing this with (2), (3), and (4), we have, noting that p = O in F(p2n), the THEOREM I. In a finite field of order p2n, with p2n-1 -mc, and such that there exists an ni such that p"l -1 (mod m) then, if h is defined as in (4a), the expression t h k(kc 'mc..krcbT E E ()a cb equals (3m-1), (m -1) or -1 in F(p2") according as (1) a and b are each mth powers; (2) a is an mth power and b is not or conversely; (3) tneither a nor b are mth powers, and also ac/bc 5d 1.
In another paper,4 the writer obtained the results that if p belongs to the exponent n, modulo 1, and p-= 1 + cl, where p and I are odd primes and n is even, and if by definition If r = e2iw/l and p is a prime ideal divisor of (p) in k(r), then, if k 0 O (mod 1),
where these symbols represent power characters in k(c). Since
(5) gives (6) and (7), for s an integer > 0.
(1 + rk)cs g;cks/2 (mod p).
(1 + rk)C+T '-?;ck(1 + 1 + k)r (mod p), 0 _ r < c.
Since (7) The relations (9), (13), (15), and (16) As an application of Theorem II, we shall now prove the following: -THEOREM III. If F is a finitefield containing b and of order p2n = 1 + Cl (where p and I are odd primes) and if p belongs to the exponent 2n (modulo 1) and bxy 0 0, and where N denotes the number of solutions (xc, yl) 
Now p2n -1 is even and I is odd, so c is even. By application of Theorem II of this paper, Suppose (c, 1) = 1. Then u 0 0 (mod 1), except when k = 1, in which case u = 0, and we find, using (4b) and (8a), N = 1 (mod p).
Suppose (c, 1) = 1. Then u = 0 for every value of k, and (22) Math., 18, 120 (1917) .
